germ; RRL, rabbit reticulocyte lysate; TKRM, salt-washed and partial trypsin-digested microsomal membrane; RNC, ribosome-nascent chain complex; CHX, cycloheximide; PSBT, Propionibacterium shermania transcarboxylase. _________________________________________________________________________________ Background: SRP serves as a paradigm for understanding the molecular basis of protein localization. Results: Varying translation elongation rates changes the stringency of substrate selection by the SRP. Conclusion: Kinetic competition with ongoing protein synthesis regulates the fidelity of SRP. Significance: Unraveling mechanisms that govern the fidelity of protein localization is essential for understanding this fundamental cellular process.
SUMMARY
The signal recognition particle (SRP) is a universally conserved cellular machinery responsible for delivering membrane and secretory proteins to the proper cellular destination. The precise mechanism by which fidelity is achieved by the SRP pathway within the in vivo environment remains to be understood. Previous studies have focused on the SRP pathway in isolation. Here we describe another important factor that modulates substrate selection by the SRP pathway: the ongoing synthesis of the nascent polypeptide chain by the ribosome. A slower translation elongation rate rescues the targeting defect of substrate proteins bearing mutant, suboptimal signal sequences both in vitro and in vivo. Consistent with a kinetic origin of this effect, similar rescue of protein targeting was also observed with mutant SRP receptors or SRP RNAs that specifically compromise the kinetics of SRP-receptor interaction during protein targeting. These data are consistent with a model in which ongoing protein translation is in constant kinetic competition with the targeting of the nascent proteins by the SRP, and provides an important factor to regulate the fidelity of substrate selection by the SRP.
that mediates the localization of many membrane and secretory proteins to the eukaryotic ER, or the bacterial plasma membrane (1, 2) . Protein targeting by the SRP is complex process that requires multiple molecular steps that are spatially and temporally coordinated. Targeting begins when SRP recognizes an N-terminal signal sequence on nascent polypeptides that emerge from a translating ribosome. The ribosome-nascent chain complex (RNC), also termed the cargo, then enables efficient complex assembly between two GTPases in the SRP and the SRP receptor (SR), thus localizing the targeting complex to the membrane. At the membrane, the cargo is transferred from the targeting complex to the sec61p (or secYEG in bacteria) translocation machinery, where the nascent polypeptide is either integrated into the membrane or translocated across the membrane to enter the secretory pathway. Finally, GTP is hydrolyzed from the SRP•SR complex to drive the disassembly and recycling of the targeting factors.
The size and composition of SRP vary among different species. Mammalian SRP is a large complex comprised of six protein subunits and a 7S SRP RNA (2, 3) . It contains two structurally and functionally distinct domains: the S-domain, comprised of domains II-IV of 7S RNA and the SRP19, 54, and 68/72 protein subunits, and the Alu domain, comprised of domain I of 7S RNA and the SRP9/14 subunits. The most conserved subunit, SRP54, contains two structurally and functionally dissectable domains: a methionine-rich M-domain that binds the signal sequences (4-6) and the SRP RNA (6, 7) , and a special GTPase, NG-domain that interacts with the SR (8, 9) . Bacterial SRP is much simpler and is comprised of a SRP54 homologue, Ffh, in complex with a smaller 4.5S SRP RNA, which does not contain domains I and III in the 7S RNA (10, 11) . Surprisingly, the much smaller and simpler bacterial SRP can replace its eukaryotic homologues to carry out efficient targeting of mammalian proteins into ER microsomes (10) (11) (12) ; this demonstrates the remarkable evolutionary conservation of SRP and shows that SRP54 and the 4.5S SRP RNA comprise the functional core of SRP.
Extensive studies in the bacterial SRP pathway showed that SRP-dependent protein targeting is, in many respects, a kinetically controlled process. For example, the assembly of a stable SRP•SR complex, which mediates the delivery of cargo to the target membrane, is an intrinsically slow process (k on ~ 10 2 M -1 s -1 ) and is accelerated ~10 3 -fold only when SRP is loaded with a correct cargo (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . GTP hydrolysis in the SRP•SR complex would act as a 'timer' that aborts the targeting reaction beyond a critical time window; this hydrolysis event is also delayed by the correct but not the incorrect cargos, which can provide the correct cargos an extended time window to complete the targeting reaction (16, 17) . Further, the other essential component of the SRP, the SRP RNA, kinetically stimulates both the assembly and activation of the SRP•SR complex without altering its equilibrium stability (13) (14) (15) 18) . Together, these kinetic regulations allow the binding of correct cargos to be tightly coupled to their membrane delivery, and ensure that incorrect cargos are rejected from the SRP pathway despite the highly degenerate nature of signal sequences. Another intriguing aspect of co-translational protein targeting is that as the nascent polypeptide exceeds a critical length of ~140 amino acids, the SRP loses the competence to target substrate proteins (19, 20) . The molecular basis underlying this phenomenon is still unclear. Nevertheless, at a rate of ~20-30 amino acids/second for translation elongation in rapidly growing bacterial cells, this length requirement imposes a critical time window of ~3-5 seconds for the SRP to complete the targeting reaction. Given the extensive kinetic control that exists in the SRP pathway described above, it is conceivable that the rate of translation elongation could provide another important layer of regulation on the SRP pathway. The interplay between translation elongation and SRP function has been suggested in previous studies: low doses of antibiotics that slow down translation elongation can rescue the growth of cells in which SRP function is compromised (21) . Nevertheless, how the ongoing synthesis of nascent proteins affects the efficiency of the SRP pathway and whether this effect is the same or different with correct or incorrect SRP substrates have not been explored.
Compared to the bacterial SRP, the mammalian SRP contains an additional 'Alu' domain, which can arrest translation elongation just after the signal sequence emerges from the ribosome (22, 23) . Both biochemical work and recent cryo-EM analyses found that the Alu-domain of mammalian SRP interacts with the elongation factor binding site of the ribosome (21, 24) , suggesting that it blocks the binding of elongation factors and thereby arrests translation. A recent study further showed that, although elongation arrest is not a pre-requisite for protein targeting in vitro (25) , abolishing this function in vivo leads to severe defects in protein targeting and mammalian cell growth (26) . Together with the observation that the SRP could not target proteins when the nascent polypeptide exceeds a critical length, these results have led to the proposal that elongation arrest provides a crucial time window that allows the mammalian SRP to find and engage the translocon (25, 26) . Thus the mammalian SRP further demonstrates the intricate interconnection between ongoing protein synthesis and protein targeting by the SRP. It also raised questions as to whether the mammalian SRP, due to this additional elongation arrest activity, have different efficiency or distinct patterns of substrate selection than its bacterial homologue.
In this work, we systematically explored the role of translation elongation on the efficiency and specificity of the SRP pathway. We show that reducing the rate of translation elongation specifically rescues the targeting defect of suboptimal substrate proteins both in vitro and in vitro, resulting in significantly relaxed specificity of the SRP. Thus, rapid ongoing protein synthesis, through kinetic competition with SRP-dependent protein targeting, is a major contributor to the specificity of the SRP pathway. Curiously, the mammalian SRP exhibits a similar pattern of substrate selection and can also be subject to regulation by translation elongation rates, raising new questions as to the extent of elongation arrest by the mammalian SRP and the role of this activity in facilitating protein targeting.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Materials.
Wheat germ (WG) translation extract was from Promega. Microsomal membranes RM) from dog pancreas were prepared by J. Miller (University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA) according to published procedures (27) , and were treated with high salt wash and partial trypsin digestion to generate TKRM as described (27) . Rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL) was a kind gift from R. Hegde. The in vitro transcription plasmid for pPL was from E. Powers (University of California, Davis, Davis, CA) (11) . Ffh, FtsY, and 4.5S RNA were expressed and purified as described previously (11, 14) . Construction of the mutant FtsY and 4.5S RNA have been described (8, 28, 29) . Mutant FtsY and RNAs were purified using the same procedures as those for wild-type protein and RNA. [ 35 S] methionine were from GE Healthcare. β-OH-leu was from Sigma. E. coli strain HDB52 (WAM113 secB::Tn5 zic-4901::Tn10) was a kind gift from Dr. H. Bernstein (30) . In this strain, the expression of Ffh is under the control of an arabinose inducible promoter and the secB gene by guest on August 29, 2017 http://www.jbc.org/ Downloaded from was deleted (30) . Antibiotics were used at the following final concentrations unless otherwise specified:
ampicillin, 200 µg/ml, chloramphenicol, 34 µg/ml, and tetracycline, 0.1 µg/ml where applicable.
The coding region of the biotinylatable domain from Propionibacterium shermania transcarboxylase (PSBT) was amplified by PCR using pHP42 (31, 32) as template. A flag tag (DYKDDDDK) was also encoded in the PCR primers. The resulting PCR fragment was cloned into pJH29 (30) using the NdeI and SacI restriction sites to generate pPSBT. The coding sequences of FtsQ, phoA and EspP were PCR amplified and cloned into pPSBT using the NdeI and XbaI sites to generate pFtsQ-PSBT, pPhoA-PSBT and pEspP-PSBT, respectively. As the phoA-PSBT fusion protein did not express in E. coli, the PSBT fragment was replaced by the biotinylatable Avi tag (SGLNDIFEAQKIEWHE) using QuickChange mutagenesis to yield pPhoA-Avi.
Co-translational protein targeting assay in vitro. SRP-dependent protein targeting by the bacterial SRP and FtsY was measured using a heterologous co-translational targeting assay described previously (11, 12) . Briefly, WG extract was used to translate a mammalian SRP substrate, preprolactin (pPL) at 26 °C. Shortly (1-2 min) after translation is initiated, a cap analogue, 7-methyl-GTP, was added to inhibit additional rounds of translation initiation, such that translocation of only the first round of translation product is followed. Escherichia coli SRP (the Ffh protein bound to the 4.5S RNA), FtsY, and TKRM were added 1 min later to initiate targeting and translocation of pPL. Translation is continued for 30 min to allow completion of pPL synthesis, at which time the reaction is stopped and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and quantified by autoradiography using the ImageQuant software. For reactions in the presence of CHX, the translation was allowed to continue for 45-60 minutes. Co-translational protein targeting by the mammalian SRP and SR was carried out similarly, except that translation was carried out at 32 °C, and that RRL and unwashed ER microsomes were used, which provide the source for mammalian SRP and SR (33) .
In vivo detection of SRP-dependent protein targeting.
Overnight culture of HDB52 harboring pFtsQ-PSBT, pPhoA-Avi, or pEspP-PSBT were grown in LB medium containing 0.1% arabinose at 37 °C, and was washed and diluted 1:100 in fresh LB medium with arabinose or without arabinose to generate SRP+ and SRP-cells, respectively. Cells were cultured for 2 hrs; depletion of SRP is complete over this time window, as established in previous work (30, 34) . Expression of FtsQ-PSBT, PhoA-Avi, or EspP-PSBT was induced with 0.2 mM Isopropyl-thiogalactopyranoside. To attenuate translation elongation, 0.1 µg/ml tetracyclin was added into the culture for 2 hrs as described previously (35) . The effect of tetracyclin in attenuating translation was also corroborated by a moderate reduction in cell growth rate upon addition of the drug (suppl Fig. 1 ). The samples were harvested and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and western blotting using the ECL protocol (GE Healthcare). Biotinylated fusion proteins were detected using the Streptavidin-Horseradish Peroxidase Conjugate (Streptavidin-HRP, GE Healthcare). Total amount of fusion protein was detected using anti-FLAG antibody (Cell Signaling).
RESULTS

β-OH-leucine as a Probe for Fidelity of Protein Targeting.
As a simple and convenient means to change the property of signal sequence and probe substrate selection by the SRP, we took advantage of the ability of β-OH-leucine to compete with leucine and incorporate into the nascent polypeptide during translation (11, 36) . The additional hydroxyl group in β-OH-leucine allows the generation of a less hydrophobic signal sequence in a model SRP substrate, preprolactin (pPL). To quantitatively analyze the efficiency of protein targeting by the SRP, we used a heterologous assay described previously, in which purified E. coli SRP and SRP receptor (FtsY) was used to target and translocate pPL across microsomal membranes depleted of endogenous SRP and SRP receptor (11, 12) . Successful translocation of pPL results in efficient cleavage of the signal sequence, allowing the efficiency of targeting and translocation to be quantified. As expected, incorporation of β-OH-leucine into pPL resulted in dose-dependent reductions in the efficiency of protein targeting and translocation (Fig. 1A) , from ~80% with wildtype pPL to ~20% at saturating concentrations of the leucine analogue. The efficiency of protein translation was unaffected by the presence of β-OH-leucine (suppl Fig. 2 ). In addition, the targeting and translocation of a mutant pPL, in which all the leucines in the signal sequence were replaced with valine or isoleucine ( Table 1 , pPL-VI), was independent of β-OH-leucine (suppl Fig. 3) . Thus, β-OH-leucine specifically affects the SRP pathway by altering the hydrophobicity of the signal sequence.
The observed defect in the targeting of mutant pPL bearing β-OH-leucine could arise from reduced binding affinity of SRP to RNCs bearing a defective signal sequence, or from defects in subsequent steps of the SRP pathway. If defective cargo-binding by the SRP were responsible, then increasing the concentration of SRP would be expected to rescue the targeting and translocation of mutant pPL bearing β-OH-leucine. Such a rescue was not observed (Fig. 1B) . Instead, saturation in translocation efficiency was reached at similar SRP concentrations with the wildtype and mutant pPL, and the translocation efficiency of pPL bearing β-OH-leucine remained at ~22% at saturating SRP concentrations (Fig. 1B) . This suggests that the defect in the targeting of mutant pPL arise from steps in the pathway other than SRP binding, consistent with previous work showing that the affinity of cargo binding is not the sole determinant of substrate selection by the SRP (17) .
In the search for factors that modulate substrate selection by the SRP, we noticed that the rate of protein translation plays a major role: moderate reductions in the rate of translation elongation in the presence of low doses of cyclohexamide (CHX), a translation elongation inhibitor ( Fig. 2A) , rescued the targeting and translocation defect of mutant pPL bearing β-OH-leucine (Fig. 2B , lower gel and closed circles). In contrast, the targeting efficiency of wildtype pPL was largely unaffected by CHX (Fig. 2B, upper gel and open circles) . At 1 µM CHX, where translation elongation was slowed ~4-fold ( Fig. 2A) , the targeting efficiency of mutant pPL bearing β-OH-leucine was ~65%, approaching that of wildtype pPL (Fig. 2B) . Thus the co-translational protein targeting reaction exhibits significantly reduced discrimination against suboptimal signal sequences under conditions where translation elongation was attenuated. This phenomenon could arise from an effect of the translation rates on the action of SRP, or on that of the Sec translocation machinery.
Slower translation elongation rescues the translocation defect of proteins with suboptimal signal sequences
To directly test whether slower translation elongation reduces the stringency of substrate selection by the SRP, we systematically varied the signal sequence. We used a series of signal sequence variants described previously (37) (38) (39) , in which the hydrophobic core of the pPL signal sequence was replaced by that from phoA, a borderline SRP substrate, or by a combination of leucine and alanine (Table 1) . The Leu/Ala ratio was varied to generate signal sequences with different hydrophobicity (Table 1) . Analogous to the cases where the signal sequence strength was modulated by incorporation of β-OH-leucine, modest reductions in the rate of translation elongation using CHX rescued the targeting of pPL variants with suboptimal signal sequences (Fig. 3A) . The most substantial rescue was observed with substrate proteins whose signal sequences are on the 'borderline' of rejection by the SRP, such as phoA and 5A5L (Fig. 3A) . In contrast, the targeting and translocation of pPL variants with strong signal sequences, such as 2A8L and 3A7L, were not significantly affected by CHX (Fig. 3A) . The pPL variant that contains no signal sequences, 8A2L, could not be efficiently translocated (<11%) regardless of whether CHX was present or not (Fig. 3A) . As a result, under conditions of reduced protein synthesis rates, the SRP exhibits a significantly more relaxed threshold of substrate selection, and even substrate proteins with weak signal sequences, such as phoA and 5A5L, could be targeted substantially through the SRP pathway (Fig. 3B) .
Slower translation elongation rescues kinetic defects in SRP-dependent protein targeting.
Two models could be envisioned to explain the ability of CHX to rescue the targeting of substrate proteins with suboptimal signal sequences. First, as proposed previously, SRP preferentially interacts with the translating ribosome at a distinct stage or conformational state during the translation elongation cycle (21); CHX, by locking the translating ribosome at this stage, could allow better interaction with the SRP. Alternatively or in addition, the effect of CHX could be attributed to kinetic competition between the SRP targeting pathway and translation elongation (40) . This is because the SRP loses the ability to target substrate proteins when the nascent polypeptide exceeds a critical length, which imposes a limited time window for its action (11, 19, 20) . If the defects in the targeting of substrate proteins with weak signal sequences were primarily kinetic in nature, reducing the rate of translation elongation would provide an extended time window that allows a larger fraction of these substrates to complete their targeting.
To test whether kinetic competition can explain the ability of CHX to rescue the targeting of suboptimal SRP substrates, we reduced the rate of cargo delivery to the target membrane by introducing mutations into the SRP receptor, FtsY, that specifically compromise the kinetics of SRP-FtsY complex assembly (28, 41) . All three mutants, FtsY(G455W), FtsY(E475K) and FtsY(D449N), exhibited severe defects in the targeting and translocation of pPL ( (12) and Fig. 4A ). If CHX rescues the targeting of suboptimal substrate proteins by reducing the kinetic competition between protein translation and SRP-dependent protein targeting, it would be expected to also rescue protein targeting by the mutant SRP receptors. Consistent with this notion, low doses of CHX significantly increased the targeting of pPL in the presence of the mutant receptors, allowing translocation to reach 45%-55% completion in the presence of 1.3 µM CHX (Fig.  4A ). Similar rescue was observed when the kinetics of protein targeting was reduced by introducing mutations into the tetraloop of the SRP RNA, which also specifically compromise the rate of SRP-FtsY complex assembly (Fig.  4B) (29) . In contrast, the targeting of pPL by wildtype SRP and FtsY was largely unaffected by addition of the translation elongation inhibitor (Fig. 4A & B, open circles) . Together, these results strongly suggest that rescue of suboptimal protein targeting by CHX could be accounted for by kinetic competition between SRP-dependent protein targeting and elongation of the nascent polypeptide.
Slower translation rescues the targeting of sub-optimal SRP substrates in vivo
Thus far, in vitro experiments showed that a reduced rate of translation elongation rescues kinetic defects in SRP-dependent protein targeting, caused by either suboptimal signal sequences or by defective SRP or SRP receptors. To test whether this phenomena occurs in vivo, we adapted a sensitive assay to detect protein targeting in vivo established by Tian et al (31, 32) . In this assay, a small biotinylatable peptide (Avi tag) or the biotinylatable domain from PSBT was fused to the periplasmic domain of the protein substrate of interest. Inefficient targeting of the substrate protein results in its biotinylation as the substrate protein accumulates in the cytoplasm, whereas efficient targeting and translocation of the substrate protein allow it to escape biotinylation. We tested three model substrates: FtsQ, a bona-fide SRP substrate; PhoA and EspP, both of which have weak signal sequences and are targeted preferentially by the Sec pathway (38, 42 ). An additional Flag tag on these proteins provided an internal control for their expression levels.
We tested whether the reduction in translation elongation rate could increase the efficiency of SRP-dependent targeting of phoA and EspP and allow them to enter the SRP pathway in vivo. The SRP-dependence of the targeting of these model substrate proteins was assessed using the strain HDB52, in which the expression of genomic SRP was placed under the control of the arabinose promoter (30) . In the presence and absence of arabinose, the cells exhibit SRP+ and SRP-genotypes, respectively. SecB was also removed from this strain (30) , which allows us to focus on SRP-dependent protein targeting. Consistent with FtsQ being a strongly SRP-dependent substrate protein, no biotinylation of FtsQ-PSBT was observed in wildtype cells whereas depletion of SRP resulted in significant biotinylation of FtsQ despite a slight reduction in its total expression level in SRP-cells (Fig. 5A) . Addition of low doses of a translation elongation inhibitor, tetracyclin, did not have a detectable effect on the targeting of FtsQ (Fig. 5A) . In contrast, substantial biotinylation of the phoA-avi fusion protein was observed in SRP+ cells in the absence of tetracyclin, consistent with the notion that phoA is a suboptimal substrate for the SRP and is preferentially targeted by the alternative Sec pathway (Fig. 5B) . The presence of a translation elongation inhibitor, tetracyclin, completely eliminated the biotinylation of phoA-avi in SRP+ cells but did not affect the degree of its biotinylation in SRP-cells, indicating that phoA is targeted much more efficiently by the SRP when translation elongation was slowed down. Similarly, addition of tetracyclin removed the biotinylation of EspP in SRP+ cells, allowing it to be efficiently targeted by the SRP (Fig. 5C) . Together, these results support conclusions from the in vitro study and strongly suggested that attenuation of translation elongation substantially increases the fraction of suboptimal substrate proteins that can enter the SRP pathway, and thus relaxes the stringency of substrate selection by the SRP in bacterial cells.
Protein targeting by the mammalian SRP is also regulated by translation rates.
Compared to the bacterial SRP, the mammalian SRP is much more complex and contains an additional Alu domain that can arrest translation elongation by the ribosome (21) (22) (23) (24) 26) . This raises the question: is regulation of the SRP pathway by translation elongation rates restricted to bacterial cells, or is substrate selection by the eukaryotic SRP subject to similar regulation?
To address this question, we tested the targeting and translocation of the series of pPL variants (Table 1) in rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL), in which the mammalian SRP and SRP receptor mediate the targeting of these proteins.
Analogous to observations with bacterial SRP and FtsY, the targeting of suboptimal SRP substrates could be rescued by reducing translation rates using low doses of CHX, whereas the targeting of strong SRP substrates, such as 2A8L, was not significantly affected (Fig. 6A) . For example, the targeting and translocation efficiency of two weak SRP substrates, phoA and 5A5L, increased from 26-28% to over 50% (Fig. 6A) . The extent of rescue by CHX was ~10% less than that observed with the bacterial SRP (cf. Fig. 6A vs. 3A), but was substantial nevertheless. We also note that equal amount of CHX was less effective in slowing down translation elongation by the RRL than the WG ribosomes (cf. band intensity in Fig. 6A vs. 3A) . Thus, substrate selection by the mammalian SRP could also be modulated by translation elongation rates.
It has been suggested that substrate selection by the mammalian SRP is less stringent than that by the bacterial SRP. Our data on the targeting of the same series of substrate proteins by both SRP systems allowed us to directly test this notion. The comparison showed that the bacterial SRP does not exhibit stronger discrimination against suboptimal substrate proteins than the mammalian SRP (Fig. 6B) . Indeed, the substrate 3A7L is reproducibly targeted less efficiently by the mammalian SRP (Fig. 6B) . Collectively, these results suggest that, despite the complexity of the mammalian SRP compared to its bacterial homologue, the pattern of substrate selection is not substantially different between the two pathways, and both could be subject to kinetic regulation by ongoing translation elongation.
DISCUSSION
Proper localization of proteins to their correct cellular destinations is essential for the order and organization in all cells. How cellular protein targeting machineries select the correct set of substrates based on degenerate signal sequences remains a challenging question. Previous work showed that substrate selection by the SRP is governed by a combination of factors, including the binding affinity between the SRP and translating ribosome (the cargo), the ability of correct cargos to induce rapid SRP-FtsY complex assembly, and kinetic proofreading through GTP hydrolysis in the SRP•FtsY complex (17) . The interplay between SRP and other ribosome associated cellular chaperones, such as trigger factor in bacteria (38, (43) (44) (45) and the nascent polypeptide associated complex in eukaryotic cells (46) (47) (48) , has also been suggested to modulate the fidelity of the SRP pathway, although these models remain to be rigorously tested. The results here demonstrate another important determinant of substrate selection by the SRP: kinetic competition with ongoing translation elongation. Modest reductions in translation elongation rates allowed many suboptimal substrate proteins to be targeted by the SRP, substantially relaxing the stringency of SRP in substrate selection. This phenomenon was observed both in vitro and in vivo, and occurred with both the bacterial and mammalian SRP systems. Figure 7 depicts a model that extends the previous studies and accounts for the effect of translation elongation on substrate selection by the SRP. In this model, the fraction of substrate proteins successfully targeted by the SRP is determined by the relative kinetics of nascent polypeptide elongation (k T ) versus the protein targeting reaction; the latter being a collective function of the kinetics of SRP-cargo binding (k 1 and k -1 ), recruitment of the SRP receptor (k 2 ), and unloading of cargo to the translocation machinery (k 3 ). Because cargo proteins lose competence to be targeted by the SRP when the nascent polypeptide exceeds a critical length (19, 20) , there is a limited time window for the action of SRP that is dictated by the rate of translation elongation (k T ). With correct cargos bearing strong signal sequences, targeting occurs more rapidly than translation, allowing most of these proteins to be successfully delivered within this time window. Thus extending this time window would not have a significant effect on the targeting efficiency of strong SRP substrates. In contrast, cargos with weak signal sequences are much slower in their targeting, and are thus out-competed by ongoing translation elongation. Extending the time window for protein targeting by slowing down translation elongation thus allows a larger fraction of these substrates to complete their targeting reaction, and relaxes the specificity of SRP.
The concept that translation elongation plays an important role in the SRP pathway has been suggested by several previous studies. For example, the growth of SRP-deficient mutant cells could be partially restored by low doses of translation elongation inhibitor (21) ; the defect of mutant mammalian SRP lacking the Alu domain in both protein targeting and in supporting cell growth could be rescued by slower translation elongation (26) . These results have been interpreted to indicate that translation elongation arrest by the Alu domain provides a longer time window for protein targeting and is essential for the function of the mammalian SRP. The results here describe an important extension, or consequence, of the interplay between translation and the SRP pathway and demonstrate that, in rapidly growing cells, the competition between translation elongation and co-translational protein targeting provides an important factor that dictates the set of cargo proteins that engage the SRP pathway.
The results here reinforced the notion that, in addition to SRP-cargo binding affinity, the kinetics of subsequent steps in the SRP pathway plays a key role in maintaining the specificity of the pathway. The targeting defect of pPL mutant bearing β-OH-leucine in place of leucine in the signal sequence could not be rescued by increasing SRP concentration, suggesting that the targeting defect of this mutant did not arise solely from weaker cargo binding. The observation that slower translation elongation could rescue the targeting of suboptimal SRP substrates also pointed at the kinetic origin of their targeting defects. Although in principle, the kinetics of any of the steps in the targeting pathway, including cargo binding, delivery, and unloading (Fig. 7, k 1 , k 2 and Compared to the bacterial SRP, the additional Alu domain in mammalian SRP allows it to arrest translation elongation once the SRP binds a translating ribosome. As proposed previously, this elongation arrest activity extends the time window for protein targeting by the mammalian SRP and, in principle, should exert an effect similar to that of translation elongation inhibitors. Given this, it is curious that modest reductions in the rates of translation elongation also rescued the ability of mammalian SRP to target proteins with weak signal sequences. It is possible that the amount of translation elongation arrest by the mammalian SRP is quite limited (23) . Alternatively or in addition, the mammalian SRP does not exert a strong translation elongation arrest for ribosomes bearing weak signal sequences, which could provide an additional mechanism to help the mammalian SRP discriminate against the incorrect cargo. These possibilities remain to be tested and distinguished. Another interesting conclusion from comparison of the mammalian and bacterial SRP in this work is that, despite the much higher complexity of mammalian SRP, the pattern and stringency of substrate selection by the two SRP systems are quite similar. Whether this reflects evolutionarily conserved mechanisms to ensure the fidelity of the SRP pathway or whether distinct mechanisms used by the two systems could reach a similar stringency of substrate selection remains an open question.
The observation that modest reductions in the rate of protein synthesis could significantly rescue the targeting of suboptimal substrate proteins by the SRP raises the intriguing possibility that, in living cells, the spectrum of SRP-dependent substrate proteins is dynamic and subject to changes by environmental or signaling cues. Stress conditions that trigger a reduction in cellular protein synthesis rates would alter the set of substrate proteins targeted by the SRP. In bacterial cells, this could imply that a substantial fraction of proteins that are targeted by the Sec pathway, such as phoA, could become routed through the SRP pathway under these compromised cellular conditions. In mammalian cells, this could lead to increased localization of proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum that are otherwise inefficiently targeted by the SRP. Whether cells could take advantage of this phenomenon to help adapt to stress conditions, or whether such relaxed specificity in protein targeting could cause more detriments to cell survival remain intriguing questions for future investigations. 
